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HB 1315

Florida House , � Representatives - 1980
By Representative O'Malley

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to insurance; rep ealing s.
627.4132,

4

prohibition against stacking of motor vehicle
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Section 1.

Section 627. 4132, Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1980.
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HOUSE SUMMARY
I

Removes the prohibition against stacking of motor vehicle
insurance coverage.
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l. corn.

2. ----- -----

2.
3. ----- -----1

SUBJECT:

BILL tlo, AND SPONSOR:

I.

Present Situation:
Florida's "anti-stacking" statute, became effective in
1976. Prior to that time, case law had permitted a
person injured in an automobile accident to combine all of
the uninsured motorist (UM) coverage available under
each policy for which he was "insured." A person can be
an "insured" either by being the named insured, a
household relative of a named insured, or an occupant of
a vehicle. If a person was an insured under any insurance
policy, and was involved in an accident, he could stack
the uninsured motorist coverage available under each
policy. Uninsured motorist insurance provides coverage
against a person who has no bodily injury liability
coverage (uninsured) or who has coverage limits for
liability less than the UM coverage available to the
injured person (underinsured). For example, if a person
owned 2 vehicles, each with $10,000 UM coverage; lived
with his father who owned l vehicle with $10,000 coverage;
and was injured while riding in a friend's vehicle with
$10,000 coverage, he had $40,000 of available UM coverage.
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SUMMARY:
A.

/�

Fav.

3.

Stacking of Uninsured Motor Vehicle
Insurance

Series

ACI.100.

R.EE.ERfill.
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Deffenbaugh
Martin
1. ----�----

'J '11

The 1976 Legislature enacted the anti-stacking statute,
s. 627.4132, Florida Statutes. Under the statute, only 1
of several applicable policies will provide benefits to an
injured person. Although the statute applies to all types
of coverage, its most important application, based on
prior case law, is to uninsured motorist coverage. The
statute states that if an insured is protected by any type
of motor vehicle insurance policy, the insured is protected
only to the extent of the coverage he has on the vehicle
in the accident. (However, a recent case appears to allow
an insured to choose the applicable policy with the highest
UM coverage.) The statute states that if none of the
insured's vehicles are involved in the accident, coverage
is available only to the extent of coverage on any one of
the vehicles with applicable coverage.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill eliminates the statutory prohibition against
stacking of uninsured motorist coverage. This would revive
prior case law which permitted and determined the extent of
the stacking of UM insurance coverage.
Generally, if a person was involved in an accident, he was
permitted to combine the UM coverage under each policy for
which he was a named insured, a household relative of a
named insured, or an occupant in the vehicle of a named
insured. If a tort suit was permitted, this UM coverage
would provide payment for damages resulting from the
accident in excess of the at-fault driver's liability
coverage.
Page l of 2
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Analyst:
Staff Director:
Subject:

II.

Deffenbaugh
Martin
Stacking of Uninsured Motor
Vehicle Insurance

Bill No. And Sponsor:
HB 1315 by Representative
O'Malley

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Under this bill, individuals would have, in most
situations, more than 1 policy that would provide UM
coverage for any one accident. For example, if a
family owned 2 cars with equal UM coverage, twice as much
coverage would be available under this bill for any one
accident than under present law. More significantly,
commercial vehicle fleets would have UM coverage multiplied
by as many vehicles covered by the policy.
A spokesman for the insurance industry estimates that UM
rates would increase by an average of 15% as a result of
this bill.

B.

Government:
The State of Florida, as self-insurer of state-owned
vehicles, would be affected similarly as private insurer,
explained in "Public", above.

III •. COMMENTS:

Technical errors--None noted.

Page 2 of 2

HB 1315, Insurance by Representative O'Malley.
This bill eliminates the statutory prohibition against
"stacking" of uninsured motorist coverage. This will apparently
revive prior case law which permitted and determined the extent
of the stacking of UM insurance coverage. Uninsured motorist
insurance provides coverage against a person who has no bodily
injury liability coverage (uninsured) or who has liability
limits less than the UM coverage available to the injured person
(underinsured). Generally, if a person is involved in an
accident, he will be permitted to combine the UM coverage in
every policy under which he is an "insured." This would include
every policy for which he is the named insured, a household
relative of the named insured, or an occupant in the vehicle
of the named insured.
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to motor vehicle insurance;

3

repealing s. 627.4132, Florida Statutes,

4

relating to stacking of coverages; providing an

5

effective date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16.

17

Section 1.

Section 627.4132, Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1980 or

upon becoming a law, whichever occurs later.

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Repeals s. 627.4132, F.S., which prohibits stacking of
motor vehicle insurance coverages.
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Florida House of Representatives - 1980

HB 1.304

By Representative Flinn

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to insurance; repealing s.
627.4132, Florida Statutes, to remove the
prohibition against stacking of motor vehicle
._;
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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insurance coverage; providing an effective

Section 1.

Section 627.4132, Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1980.

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY
Removes the prohibition against stacking of motor vehicle
insurance coverage.
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BUI. ANAIYSIS
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE
Bill No.

HB 1315

Sponsor

Rep. O'Malley

Other Committees of Reference:
Iden/Sim Bills

Subject

Stacking of Motor Vehicle Insurance

Date

April 28

I.

)98D

Revised

Iden HB 1304
Sim SB 0969

June 16, 1980

SUMMARY
Removes the prohibition against the stacking of motor
vehicle insurance.
A.

Present Situation
The anti-stacking statute became effective on October 1, 1976.
It reversed a series of judicial decisions which had firmly
established the practice of stacking uninsured motorist (UM}
coverage. Under the stacking doctrine, an injured person
could recover his damages up to the amount of the combined
coverage provided by each of the policies under which he was
an insured or the combined:Coverage of each vehicle under a
multi-vehicle policy uider which he was an insured.
This was possible since a standard UM policy covers the
named insured, his household relatives, and any other occupants
of an insured vehicle. Thus if a person owned two vehicles,
each with $10,000 coverage; lived with his father who owned
one vehicle with $10,000 coverage; and was injured while
riding in a friend's vehicle with $10,000 coverage, he had
$40,000 of available coverage. Since UM coverage provides
protection for the named insured and his household relatives
regardless of the particular vehicle occupied at the time of
the injury and, indeed, even it" the insured is a pedestrian,
the courts reasoned that the only purpose in buying coverage
on additional vehicles was to provide extra protection.
The intent of the anti-stacking statute is to limit the
available benefits to only one of several applicable
policies. The statute reads:
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'627.4132 Stacking of coverages prohibited.
If an insured or named insured is protected by any
type of motor vehicle insurance policy for liability,
uninsured motorist, personal injury protection, or
any other coverage, the policy shall provide that the
insured or named insured is protected only to the
extent of the coverage he has on the vehicle involved
in the accident. However, if none of the insured's or
named insured's vehicles is involved in the accident,
coverage is available only to the extent of coverage
on any one of the vehicles with applicable coverage.
Coverage on any other vehicles shall not be added to
or stacked upon that coverage This section shall not
apply to reduce the coverage available by reason of
_
insurance policies insuring different named in
sureds.

It has been upheld against a constitutional challenge.
Gillette v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance
Company, 374 So.2d 525 (Fla. 1979).

Stacking of Motor Vehicle Insurance

page 2 of 3

The problem is that the statute can be interpreted in various
ways. The third sentence, prohibiting stacking, is in direct
conflict with the last sentence, which states that the
statute shall not reduce the coverage available by reason
of policies insuring different named insureds. This last
sentence might be read to mean that, while a person injured
while riding in a car belonging to another could receive
benefits under only one of his own policies, he could also
receive benefits under the policy insuring the particular
car in which he was injured. But not, of course, if stacking
is prohibited. The last sentence could then be read to mean that
the applicable policy with the highest amount of coverage shall
apply. This interpretation places the entire burden on one
of several applicable policies simply because of the higher
policy limit. The statute does not address the issue of which
policy applies when an insured person is injured while riding
in the insured vehicle owned by another and the damages sustained
are within the limits of both policies.
Also, the first sentence ties UM coverage to the particular
vehicle insured under a policy. Thus if a person owned two
cars but only carried UM coverage on one car, he would have
no coverage if injured in his car which was not covered on
the policy containing UM coverage. However, the second
sentence permits recovery under any applicable policy when
the person is injured in someone else's car. Thus the injured
person can recover under his own policy when injured in a
friend's car which is uninsured but cannot recover under his
own policy when injured in his own car which is not covered
by his UM policy.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Change
This bill simply eliminates the prohibition against stacking
and would thus revive prior case law which permitted and
determined the extent of the stacking of uninsured
motorist insurance policies.

II

COMMENTS
Two alternatives, designed to clarify the statute and make it
fairer, were suggested in an article by Mr. E. Allan Tiller,
which appears in the March, 1980, issue of The Florida Bar Journal.
One idea is to redefine the term "insured" by relating it directly
to the vehicle insured by each UM coverage. The applicable
coverage in any situation would then be limited to the policy
on the vehicle involved in the accident.
The alternative idea is to provide that the maximum amount of
coverage is the limit on the largest applicable policy, and that
all applicable policies would contribute on a pro rata basis.
This change would have the added effect of avoiding the exhaustion
of benefits which may occur if several people are injured in the
same vehicle and recovery is restricted to the coverage on that
vehicle only.
ADDENDUM
The bill was amended so that rather than repeal t he prohibition against
stacking it now exempts uninsured motorist coverage from the prohibition.
Since the stacking of other types of insurance has not been permitted
by the courts while the stacking of uninsured motorist coverage has
been permitted, the effect of the bill is unchanged. However, the bill

Page 3 of 3
HB 1315
does prevent future attempts at stacking liability, personal injury
protection, and other coverages which may have arisen if s. 627.4132
had simply been repealed;
�
Prepared by Terry Butler
Staff Director_-=J�a=c�k�H�e�r�z�o=g--➔1t1
(:;;J.../_____________
Date sent to sponsor
TBbp

April 28, 1980

BUT ANAIYSIS
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE
Bill. No.

HB 1315

Sponsor

Rep. O'Malley

Other Committees of Reference:
Iden/Sim Bills

Subject

Stacking of Motor Vehicle Insurance

Date

Apri J 28

I.

)980

Iden HB 1304
Sim SB 0969

Revised

SUMMARY
Removes the prohibition against the stacking of motor
vehicle insurance.
A.

Present Situation
The anti-stacking statute became effective on October 1, 1976.
It reversed a series of judicial decisions which had firmly
established the practice of stacking uninsured motorist (UM)
coverage. Under the stacking doctrine, an injured person
could recover his damages up to the amount of the combined
coverage provided by each of the policies under which he was
an insured or the combined.coverage of each vehicle under a
multi-vehicle policy mder which he was an insured.
This was possible since a standard UM policy covers the
named insured, his household relatives, and any other occupants
of an insured vehicle. Thus if a person owned two vehicles,
each with $10,000 coverage; lived with his father who owned
one vehicle with $10,000 coveragei and was injured while
riding in a friend's vehicle with $10,000 coverage, he had
$40,000 of available coverage. Since UM coverage provides
protection for the named insured and his household relatives
regardless of the particular vehicle occupied at the time of
the injury and, indeed, even it" the insured is a pedestrian,
the courts reasoned that the only purpose in buying coverage
on additional vehicles was to provide extra protection.
The intent of the anti-stacking statute is to limit the
available benefits to only one of several applicable
policies. The statute reads:

@ [P L1
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627.4132 Stacking of coverages prohibited.
If an insured or named insured is protected by any
type of motor vehicle insurance policy for liability,
uninsured motorist, personal injury protection, or
any other coverage, the policy shall provide that the
insured or named insured is protected only to the
extent of the coverage he has on the vehicle involved
in the accident. However, if none of the insured's or
named insured's vehicles is involved in the accident,
coverage is available only to the extent of coverage
on any one of the vehicles with applicable coverage.
Coverage on any other vehicles shall not be added to
or stacked upon that coverage This section shall not
apply to reduce the coverage available by reason of
insurance policies insuring different named in•
sureds.

It has been upheld against a constitutional challenge.
Gillette v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance
Company, 374 So.2d 525 (Fla. 1979).

Stacking

of

Motor Vehicle Insuranc e

page 2

of
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The problem is that the statute can be interpreted in various
ways. The third sentence, prohibiting stack ing, is in direct
conflict with the last se ntence, whic h states that the
statute shall not reduce the coverage available by reason
of policies insuring different named insureds. This last
sentence might be read to mean that, while a person injured
while riding in a car belonging to another could receive
benefits under only one of his own policies, he could also
receive benefits under the policy insuring the particular
car in which he was injured. But not, of course, if stacking
is prohibited. The last senten ce could then be read to mean that
the applicable polic y with the highest amount of cover age shall
apply. This interpretatio n places the entire burden o n one
of several applicable policies simply because of the higher
policy limit. The statute does not address the issue of which
policy applies when an insured person is injured while riding
in the insured vehicle owned by another and the damages sustained
are within the limits of both polic ies.
Als o, the first senten ce ties UM coverage to the particul ar
vehicle insured under a policy. Thus if a person owned two
cars but only carried UM coverage on one car, he would have
no coverage if injured in his car which was not covered on
the policy containing UM cove rage. However, the sec ond
sentence permits recovery under any applicable policy when
the perso n is injured in someone else 's car. Thus the injured
perso n can rec over under his own policy when injured in a
friend's car which is uninsured but cannot recover under his
own policy when injured in his own car whic h is not covered
by his UM policy.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Change

This bill simply eliminates the pro hibition against stacking
and would thus revive prior case law which permitted and
determin ed the extent of the stacking of uninsured
motorist insuranc e policies.
II

COMMENTS
Two alternatives, designed to clarify the statute and make it
fairer, were suggested in an article by Mr. E. Allan Tiller,
which appears in the March, 1980, issue of The Florida B ar J o urnal.
One idea is to redefine the term "insured" by relating it directly
to the vehicle insured by each UM coverage. The applicable
coverage in any situation would then be limited to the policy
on the vehicle involved in the accident.
The alte rnative idea is to provide that the maximum amount of
coverage is the limit on the largest applicable policy, and that
all applicable policies would contribute on a pro rata basis.
This cha nge would have the added effect of avoiding the exhaustion
of benefits which may occu r if several people are injured in the
same ve hicle and reco very is restricted to the coverage on that
vehicle only.
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COMIUTl'D OR IIEUULATORT REFORM

BILL # ---'PCB'
"-" "---------

O'l'IIER COMMIT'RB OF Rli:FERBNCB

RELATING TO Private lnveetigatioh
and Detection of
Deception Bxamlnere

SIIIILAR/COUPANION BILLS

5.
8.

SPONSOR(S) Regulatol]' Reform

7.

8.
March 25, 1980
I.

9.

SUMMARY

A,

10.

Present Situation -- Chapter 493, administered by the Department of
state,le repealed June 30, 1980 unleee re-enacted by the Leglelature.
Part I of the present chapter tlcenees private investigative agencies,
watchmen, guard or patrolntan agencies, private detectives, watchmen,
guard and patrolmen coatractore, branch offices, and unarmed
watcb111en, guard or patrolmen. A statewide gun permit le also
leeued. A $5,000 bond le required of all except the latter two
cate1oriee and liability insurance le required of all but the
latter three.

11.
12.

The present law requires good character, a reputation tor honeety,
truthfulneee, integrity, moral fltneee and fair dealing. Pereone
who "actively" direct the buelneee of an agency must have 3
years of experience in the type of service performed under the
license. The department bae lnterpreted this provision to
require experience of class C and D llceneees. One year of the
required experience must be ln Plorlda.

13.
14,

An advisory council of membere of the industry exists under current
law. Performing investigative or watchman service without a
license la a misdemeanor but the Department of State baa no authority
to discipline persons practicing without a llcenee, Exempt from
Chapter 493 are policemen on duty and while on approved off-dot:r
assignments, unarmed guards working for a private business,
Investigators working for banks or collection agenclee, lawyers and
their employees, licensed insurance lnvesticatore or adjusters, and
any corporation authorized to operate a central burglar or fire allrm
protection buelnese.

B.

Part tl regulates detection of deception devices, but tbe definition
of such devic@e Hmlte the regulation to polygraphs. Other
devlcee, such as voice stnee analyssrs are unre1ulated. The current
law requires a 4 year decree or !I years of law enforc.iment or private
inveetl1ative experience, 8 weeke of pot,rraph trainlng·in a state
recognized and approved school, 1 year of interheblp, and the same
cbaractsr require1119nte as tor Part J liceneess. A $5, 000 bond is
required of all llceneeee. The advisory council of Part t with one
additlonal member, also serves for Part I 1.
Pr9poeed Changes and lffect -- 'this blll would make the following
chllnges:
1.

:t.
3.
4.

lach agency and branch office would have to designate at least
one manager who directs the activities of the agency's employees.
The •ana1er must have three years e,cperience in the type of service
performed under the license.
Private inveetlsators would need 3,yeara of experience and/or
training. A private investigator intern class ts created.

A repoaaeseor otase license ls created that would be required
of persons who reposeese 1110tor vehicles. Reposeesaors would
need one year of experience. A repoasessor intern class ls created.
Good 1110ral character le substituted for present character
requirements and la defined ae a personal hietory of honesty,
falrnese, and,respect for the rights of others and for the laws
of thle etate and nation,

15.

18.

17.
18.

tt.

�-

The Florida e:,q,ertenJe requirement le eliminated.

The private detective clase le changed to private investigator.
A private Investigator in business for himself must aleo have an
agency license. The watchman, guard, or patrolman contractor
license le changed to a watchman, guard or patrolman license.
A watchman, guard,' or patrolman in business for himself must
aleo h•ve an agency llcenee.

The bond requirement le eliminated.

Only Clase A and Class B licensees need lneurance, but all
employees must be insured for llabllity.

Instead of just runde from gun permlte, all funds collected
go into the trust fund. Funds in excess of $100,000 at the end
of the year are transferred to general revenue.

Only lnveetlgatore and guard, watchman or patrolman licensees are
pertnltted to carry a firearai, but they mm,t have a statewide
gun permit to do ao. The department ts given authority to
pr0111Ulgate rules restricting weapons other than firearms. At
least 8 houre ot training le needed to obtain a gun permit.
A temporary permit may be renewed only once.

The advleor, council is eltlntnated.

The department is given· authority to discipline persons who
practice without a license.
Private tnveetigatora can eerve
by the sheriff of a count:,.

proceee without appointment

Part n

The education requirement ls reduced from a college degree to a
bich school diploma. The polygraph training requirement le
retained, but the department le mandated to set school standards
b7 rule and enforce th@m. The department nruet aleo eetablieh
internship objective• by rule.

Oood moral character as defined in Part t le required.

The advisory council is eliminated.

The bond requirement is eliminated.

Devices other than tbe polygraph are prohibited ln employment
aituatlone but are otherwise not regulated.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
A.

B,

Govern1119ntal -- The regulation under chapter 493 ls pard for by
ilcensing fees.

Private -- OUt-of-etate reeldente could become licensed ln Florida
m1ioiii meetinc the prior residency requirement, perhaps leading to more
competition. Some licensees would have to obtain two llceneee instead
of one. However, the amount of the feee paid ls eet b:r rule and
not by statute. The bond requirement ls eliminated at a aavlnge to
ltceneees, The elimination ot the advisory council wilt save the
expenses of that bodp. Reductn1 the education requirement for polygraph
operators may encourage entry lnto thin field of employment. All-lng
prtvate investigator& to s@rve procees without appointment by the
sheriff •111 ehift the revenue for that servlc\,_f� sheriff offices
to private investigators�
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COMMENTS

The present Chapter 493 ls unclear as to what kind of license is required
and as to the experience required. The Bouse proposed c,,_ittee bill
attempts to clarif1 what the requirements are.
Tbe bond requirement was eliminated because it was duplicative in view
of the insurance require-nt.

The repoeaeesor class was created to order to separate the distinct
function of a parson repoaeeastng motor vehicles. It was b<olieved that
a repoeaeeeor should be licensed but that repoeeeselng experience should
not qualit, a person to be a private investigator.
The Florida experience requirement waa allmtnatad as being overl,
restrictive. The advisor, council was e11m1nated becawe no public
purpose could be found to justify its existence.

The gun permit raquire,uents were stiffened to better protect tbs public.
Permits are required of firearms only, tnetead of firearms and weapons.
Tbs department was given authority to establish standards for weapons
other than firearms. Previously, the requirement of a "G" permit for weapons
other than firearms was not enforced.
The education requirement for polygraph operators was reduced to a high
school diploma because no good reason was found for requiring any type
of college degree. Such a requirement was viewed•• overly restrictive
and not related to public protection.

There wae an abundance of conflicting information on voice stress
analysis. However, there was sufficient e•idenc• that such devices have
been unfairl, used in birin1 and firing deciaione and that such
devices do not work. lo view of the stron1 doubts about their valldtt,
and fairnees, the use of euch devices in e111plo7111ent situations was
prohibited. Such de•ices are othenrise unregulated.

Prepared by Barry Kling

Staff blrector Charlie Ranson

